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Bending Over Bundle (Vol. 1-3 -BDSM, DD/LG, D/S, Discipline, Spanking) This 3-story bundle includes:
Bending Over For Jeff (Disciplined and Humiliated, A Backdoor Punishment Story) Series Book #1 Blurb:
Moonlighting as an erotic author, Ms. C will do just about anything to pay the bills. Hoping for a raise when
the CEO calls her in a performance review, she finds herself on her knees begging for a raise. Performing
under pressure has never been so hard. ***Note*** This 16,000+ word short story has graphic language and
vivid scenarios. Intended for MATURE AUDIENCES only! Bending Over For You (Her story - BDSM,
DD/LG, D/S, Discipline, Spanking) Series Book #2 Blurb: Don't be tempted by an all-expenses paid weekend
to one of the most sinful places on Earth, Las Vegas. It could lead to more than you've bargained for with
unforeseen ramifications. I should've listened to the blaring alarm bells going off in my head when I received
that enticing email. Why would anyone want to pay for me, an indie Erotica author, to a BDSM convention? I
got suckered in by the fond memories of the glitzy lights, ringing slots, the hedonistic mounds of gourmet
food, and the copious volumes of bottom booze. How could I decline an invitation to my favourite destination
spot? The offer was far too great to pass up, and that was before I found out what I was really there for.

***NOTE*** This book contains 8,000+ words of kinky explicit bottom play scenes, dominance, submission,
spankings, bondage, and other kinks that cannot be mentioned here. Intended for 18+ readers only.
Bending Over For Me (His story - BDSM, DD/LG, D/S, Discipline, Spanking) Series Book #3 Blurb: Don't
be fooled by the charm and praise of an online fan, it can be dangerous.
She would be forever etched in the confines of my heart. I had to meet her. Everything about the woman
drove me absolutely nuts. Her erotic writing, her sense of humour, the online vixen she portrayed when we
talked.
I knew I had to have her. I didn’t want a small taste or a sample, I wanted her served to me on a silver platter,
spread-open and smothered head to toe in coconut oil.
One way or another, I was going to make her mine. ***NOTE*** This book contains 15,000+ words of
kinky explicit bottom play scenes, dominance, submission, spankings, bondage, and other kinks that cannot be
mentioned here. Intended for 18+ readers only.

